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By Arthur Dear, Jr, 
Graduation and a Job 
Henry Ford's Idea 
The P, E. P. Plan 
One-Sided Opinion 
A. A. A. Consequences 
*« Of interest to almost every un 
dergraduate in the country, and 
especially to those who expect to 
go out and "look for a job" with-
1 in the next two or three years, are 
V the speeches on unemployment by 
• President, Roosevelt and by his 
} Secretary of Labor, Miss Frances 
^ Perkins. 
rj" President Roosevelt hints at 
* a permanent and huge army 
^ of unemployed in the United 
States. Only 80% of the peo-
. pie working in 1929 would find 
jobs, he stated, if production 
were increased to the 1929 vol-
ume. The cause given is in-
- dustrial improvement. 
_ Miss Perkins came right 
back at this with the optimis-
V tic statement, founded on some 
j. truth, that new jobs are being 
J created daily by new enter-
j, prizes. 
Both speeches, of course, are 
]i only half relevant to the unem-
L, ployment situation in the United 
States. Population is increasing 
despite the harsh immigration 
J. laws, and production will not and 
!. cannot return to 1928-29 levels 
^ overnight. Not until the labor cry 
for shorter hours with higher wag-
^ es is heard will the U. S. be able 
!• to do away with unemployment, 
raise its standard of living 
4 from its present state of debase-
(„ ment and maintain efficience ini its 
J- manufacturing methods. 
Henry Ford is quite right:— 
I a well paid worker with leisure 
time will use bis money to' buy 
j a Ford car and his time to use 
up gasoline, thus creating 
If prosperity and a high standard 
jlj of living. 
Judge William C. Coleman's 
a opinion in the case between the 
jB American States Public Service 
I i Company and Burco, Inc. is so one-
ts sided as to appear almost self-con-
in demnatory. 
pti: Burco, Inc., is a subsidiary crea-
tion of the A. g. P. S. C. The 
ft; case was between these two pub-
i5 lie utility companies with neither 
ii.: the federal government nor the S. 
ilif E. C. represented. 
When John J. Burns, former 
Bt Superior Court Judge in Mas-
sachusetts and now chief coun-
te sel for the S. E. C, filed a 
•Sf brief to have the Public Util-
ft ity Law outlawed by the 
b: courts, Judge Coleman waxed 
It sarcastic and inferred that he 
if would ignore the warning. 
'• It's interesting to note that 
85 Corporations have often used the 
li courts to further their own selfish 
lit ends, but just because it has been 
done with more finesse in the past 
•; is no excuse for it today. This is 
^. a personal opinion, but the public 
should not stand for too much. 
It's intersetlng to note that 
for the elections of '24, 28, and 
'32 public utility officials con-
tributed $468,900 to the Repub-
lican National Committee as 
against only $120,100 to the 
Democrats. 516,950 went to 
t h e Senatorial campaign 
funds. 
Companies usually contribute to 
all likely candidates and so are 
"safe" no matter who wins. The 
preferred candidates naturally get 
more than those whom they would 
like to see defeated. 
It may sound expensive, but 
Cakes Ames of Credit Mobilier no-
'* toriety found that it paid. It was 
about 1873 when he presented some 
343 shares of stock "where it would 
do the most good" in Congress and 
the house of cards collapsed and 
there was an investigation. t 
When the Supreme Court 
killed the Blue Eagle it was 
said that the New Deal had 
suifered a terrible set-backj 
The political consequences were 
I
discussed. But the N. R. A. 
decision never could have been 
so important to the politicians 
, as the Hoosac Mills decision 
which is to be handed down 
y this winter. 
^ Mr. Roosevelt has bought hun-
dreds of thousands of votes with 
his crop-reduction checks. Secre-
tary Wallace's frequent referenda 
to the 300,000 and more farm com-
munity leaders serving on crop-
control committees throughout the 
/ Middle West have give^ the farm-
^ ers the flattering idea that they are 
running the A. A. A. , 
If the A. A. A. is wiped out as 
was the N. R. A., the biggest po-
tential political machine in the 
country will have been destroyed. 
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0. D. K. TO SPONSOR STUDENT UNION 
TO 
MIST SERIES 
Zimbalist, Martha Graham 
and Rose Bampton to 
Be Featured 
Efrem Zimbalist, the violinist, 
Martha Graham, the dancer, Dor-
othy Sands, the actress, and Rose 
Bampton, young* Metropolitan con-
tralto, will be featured on the 
professional artist series to be 
presented under the auspices of 
Miss Annie Russell at Rollms 
College this season, it was an-
nounced today. 
Miss Russell, who is at her home 
here recovering from an attack of 
pneumonia contracted as she was 
preparing to leave her summer 
home in Maine several weeks ago, 
has been forced to give up her 
plan of producing a play by the 
Annie Russell Company as the 
opening feature of the series this 
year. Tentatively, Miss Russell 
now hopes to produce a play to 
end the series in the spring. 
The series will open on January 
10, probably with a music recital 
the name of the artist to be an-
nounced when definite arrange-
ments are completed. 
The second offering in the ser-
ies will bring Martha Graham, the 
great American dancer, with Louis 
Horst, pianist, on January 7. Of 
Miss Graham, John Martin wrote 
in the New York Times, "she is 
one of the few contemporary art-
ists whom it is safe to admit 
without question to the select so-
ciety of the great." 
As the next feature attraction, 
on January 22, Miss Russell will 
present Rose Bampton, a product 
of the Curtis Institute of Music, 
who made her Metropolitan de-
but three years ago. Miss Bamp-
ton, who was born in Cleveland and 
reared in Buffalo, was a protegee 
of Leopold Stokowski. In Europe 
this past summer she had sensa-
tional success. 
Zimbalist, one of the world's 
great musicians, comes to Rollins 
College on February 7. Zimbalist 
is a member of the faculty of the 
Curtis Institute. 
The return engagement of Dor-
othy Sands, who delighted patrons 
of the professiional artists series 
last season with her performance 
of "Changing Styles in Acting," is 
(Continued on page 2, col. 3) 
Supreme Court's New Home 
A stately $10,000,000 pal; 
Supreme Court 
(luring which thi 
r'pntial campaign 
t: 3 beautiful ne^ 
they assembled for their momentous fall 
ir decisions may shape Issues of the 1936 
In the scene above, an American flag wave 






Campus Opinion Favors 
League and Kellogg Pact 
Under the auspices of "The 
Council for Social Action" of the 
Congregational and Christian 
Churches, a plebiscite was made of 
the students and faculty on the 
question of war and peace. The 
voting and tabulation was done 
under the supervision of Profes-
sor Clark. 
A total vote of two hundred and 
forty-nine was cast and in most 
cases the majorities of both groups 
were in accord. The ballot waa 
divided into two sections, the first 
dealing with the possibilities which 
might justify war in the mind of 
the voter and the second seeking 
to determine what peach agencies 
or actions seemed most effective. 
in the first section the largest 
student vote was cast against war 
except in the event of invasion by 
another nation. The greatest fac-
ulty vote was cast opposing war 
cept when every effort to pre-
rve peach had been made. Those 
both groups who would take 
irt in any war which the United 
(Continued on page 2, col. 1) 
Gen. Johnson Says ''No Dictatorships 
For United States'' In Orlando Address 
"The fact of the matter is that 'there ain't going to be no dictator-
ship' either of facism or the proletariat in this country. If you look 
across the world you will find dictatorships only among people who 
never knew or practiced free institutions." General Hugh S. Johnson, 
former NRA administrator, in these words last Monday expressed con-
fidence that this country's free institutions would never die. 
Johnson went on to say "Imag-* 
these steam-heated 
speeches of Musolini to a bunch 
of you rough-necks—you'd laugh 
to death by the end of the 
paragraph. The only place 
dictatorship was ever tried in this 
country was over in Louisiana— 
and look what happened to that 
guy." 
The former Blue Eagle leader 
spoke before the American Legion 
in an Armistice day program in 
Eola park and gave his hearers 
just what they wanted. Outspok-
en, sensational, criticising, he did 
not mince words about "red scares" 
or about the "brain trusters" of 
the present administration. 
"All this communist-baiting and 
red-hunt is silly, boneheaded and 
amusing—silly because these poor 
argufyers can never do any harm 
(communism w^on't bear argu-
ment)—boneheaded because it ad-
vertises and dignifies and encour-
ages them,—amusing because that 
is not where the harm to our sys-
tem is being done. To howl about 
these neurotics, and fail to observe 
some trends against the American 
system of government and busi-
ness in the daily news from 
Washington, is straining at a mi-
crobe and swallowing a mastodon." 
Johnson laid most of the blame 
for the United States' mix-up in 
foreign debts, relations, treaties, 
at the hands of this government. 
"Now, we started being the 
world's prize fat boy with the 
bag of candy in about 1915, when 
we began to get sucked into the 
European maelstrom of the war 
through our big merchants, manu-
facturers, and bankers. 
"We have been at it ever since. 
If we ever got the best of a trade, 
I don't know when it was. 
"If we blew up a barn or tore up 
a wood shooting at Germans, we 
paid for it. We paid rent on our 
trenches and for the very ground 
where we buried our dead. You 
boys know well enough what 
chance there was to turn around 
without paying, and I could tell 
tales of 'gimme' on international 
transactions when I was in charge 
of the army general staff section 
of purchase and supply that I 
won't, because nobody would be-
lieve them. They simply said, 
"Here comes good-time Charlie' 
and got out the meat-hook." 
ON NEW BUILDINCS 
Three Firms Submit Esti-
mates on new Dormitories 
Having received bids from three 
contractors Friday, the executive 
committee of the Rollins board of 
trustees deferred action on the 
contract award for the building 
of five new dormitories with a 
PWA loan of $275,000. 
A meeting in the Carnegie Hall 
library was attended by sixty 
contractors and sales representa-
tives of supply houses. Sealed 
bids for $248,300, $234,500, and 
$231, 950 were submitted respec-
tively from the Frank A. O'Hare 
Co., Inc., of New York City, G. W. 
Hessler, Inc., of Jacksonville, Flor-
ida, and Harry Cone of Winter 
Park. 
The bids were made in two 
parts as well as in aggregate, one 
for the constructon of units two, 
three and four of the men's dormi-
tories, and the other for the two 
women's, units three and four. 
The offers by units for the men's 
dormitories were as follows: Frank 
A. O'Hare, Inc., $141,200; G. W. 
Hessler, Inc., $130,125; Harry 
Cone, $135,094. 
For the women's dormitories: 
Frank A. O'Hare, Inc., $118,200; 
G. W. Hessler, Inc., $107,150; Har-
ry Cone, $107,941. 
G. W. Hessler, Inc. were the con-
tractors for the erection of Pugs-
ley and Mayflower Halls, the 
Knowles Memorial Chapel and the 
Annie Russell Theatre. 
Dr. Burton Leading 
A Busy Existence 
In Cinematic Art 
Dr. Richard Burton, professor 
of English at Rollins College, poet, 
dramatist, author, critic, and lec-
turer, has been leading a busy 
life this Fall in the interest of 
cinematic art. 
During the past month. Dr. Bur-
ton has lectured in many cities in 
connection with the Warner Bro-
thers' production of Shakespeare's 
"Midsummer Night's Dream," un-
der the direction of Max Rein-
He has lectured, during the past 
month, in Philadelphia, New York 
City, Baltimore, Washington, 
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Dal-
las, Hartford, Stamford and Bos-
ton, and is due later in Chicago 
and Milwaukee. 
Dr. Burton is on leave of ab-
sence from Rollins for the Fall 
term and will return to the cam-
pus for the winter term. 
Students at the College of Wil-
liam and Mary, Williamsburg, Va., 
can't engage in any aerial activi-
ties unless they have permission 
from the college authorities. 
Applications for Upper 
Division Must Be Filed 
All students wishing to be 
considered for the Upper Divi-
sion at the beginning of the 
Winter Term must have all 
their papers filed 30 days be-
for the end of this Fall Term. 
It is absolutely necessary 
that such papers be in at least 
30 days before the student is 
called upon by the Board of 
Admissions to the Upped Divi-
sion, in order that the Board 
may have time to inspect and 
discuss them. 
Dr. Miles Krumbine 
Scheduled to Speak 
In Chapel Service 
The guest speaker in the 
Knowles Memorial Chapel Sunday 
morning, November 17, will be Dr. 
Miles H. Krumbine, D.D., pastor of 
Plymouth Church, Shaker Heights, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 
The subject for the sermon has 
not been determined, however it is 
certain to be of great interest and 
Dr. Krumbine has traveled ex-
tensively in this country and 
abroad, preaching and studying. 
He has also made several good-will 
missions to Mexico and to various 
countries of Europe. 
Dr. Krumbine has an extraordi-
nary knowledge and understanding 
of young people. He is the found-
er, and for years the conductor, of 
the Summer School of Religion 
connected with his church. He has 
also been the university preacher 
for several of the largest universi-
ties and colleges in the United 
States. 
In addition to his career in the 
ministry Dr. Krumbine is the au-
thor of various well known books 
on religious subjects. 
For a anthem the a cappella 
choir will sing "Lost in the Night" 
by Christiansen, a number request-
ed last year and recently added. 
This will be its first performance 
by the choir. 
The choral interlude will be 
"God Be In My Head" by Walford 
Davies, a contemporary English 
writer, who had composed this mu-
3n an old folk tune. 
A ROLLINS STUDENT UNION 
SENIOR GROUP TO 
PROPOSE PLANS AT 
COLLEGE ASSEMBL Y 
O. D. K, Hopes to Raise Funds for Improvement of 
Recreation Hall, Making It Suitable for 
College Social Events 
The establishment of a student unjon at Rollins was discussed last 
week at a meeting of Omicron Delta Kappa, senior honorary society. 
The members voted to call an all-college assembly for the purpose of 
further debate on the subject. 
The date of the assembly was 
set for Friday, November 15, in the 
Annie Russell Theatre. The group 
hopes that plans will be forthcom-
ing from that meeting to raise 
funds to further the idea. 
Suggestions have been offered 
to renovate the floor of Recreation 
Hall to make it suitable for dan-
cing. 
The need of a student union has 
been suggested and expressed sev-
eral times during the past few 
years. If Recreation Hall were 
improved, the building would be 
open to social fraternities and 
sororities for parties throughout 
the year. One night each week 
would probably be reserved for an 
event open to all students. 
Recreation Hall, now serves as 
a gymnasium, a dance hall, a lab-
oratory theatre, and a general as-
sembly building for informal meet-
ings. It is not suitable for danc-
ing at the present time, however. 
The members of 0. D. K. stated 
that they felt that a public ad-
dress system could be installed and 
a new floor built without incurring 
great expense. Contributions may 
be asked of members of the stu-
dent body. 
The meeting on Friday may pre-
sent more ideas and suggestions 
for the creation of a union without 
trouble or expense. In an article 
in this week's issue of the Rollins 
Sandspur this matter is discussed 
at more length by a member of the 
senior group sponsoring the move-
ment. 
Last year this newspaper sug-
gested on several occasions that a 
wing of the college commons be 
renovated for the purpose of a 
student union. However, the plan 
was soon discarded because there 
was neither room nor money at 
that time for such a project. 
The meeting this week will not 
be final, but if the members of the 
student body support and encour-
age the project, every attempt will 
be made to take action on the mat-
ter, it is understood. The mem-
bers of 0. D. K. will conduct the 
the Friday essembly. 
DR. HOLT GIVES 
CHAPEL AODRESS 
"Seventeen Years After" 
Topic Last Sunday 
President Hamilton Holt gave 
the main address at the Chapel 
service last Sunday. His speech, 
entitled "Seventeen Years After," 
was in comemoration of Armistice 
Day. 
He first reviewed America's 
entrance into the war, not only in 
men, munitions and equipment, 
but also in money cost. One re-
sult of our entrance was that we 
reached moral leadership in 1918. 
"The results of the World War 
were both good and evil. The evil 
results are that the United States 
has withdrawn from the League of 
Nations, Europe is still engaged 
in making armaments, economic 
maladjustment is threatening the 
peace of the world while prepara-
tion for war and actual war is now 
going on. 
"The good results of the War 
are that the League of Natons still 
exists and functions. In the past 
seventeen years it has accomplish-
ed a great deal but it is now fac-
ing a crisis. The entrance of the 
United States into the League of 
Nations would be a definite step in 
the promotion of World Peace and 
it is necessary that the United 
States take a firm stand in the in-
ternational controversy that is 
now going on." 
President Holt concluded his 
speech with the sincere hope that 
the senate of the United States 
cooperate with the President in his 
policy of promoting International 
Peace. 
-By a Member of O. D. K.-
Believing that the constructive employment of 
liesure time is one of Rollins' greatest needs, the 
members of Omicron Delta Kappa are sponsoring 
an all-college assembly Friday morning at 10:10 in 
the Annie Kussell Theatre. 
This meeting will duscuss the proposed installa-
tion of an oak dance floor and an amplifier system 
in Recreation Hall. 
There is no dance floor in Winter Park which can 
accommodate a sizeable fraction of our total enroll-
ment. Heretofore all-college dances have been held 
four times a year. Under the new plan they will 
be held once a week if desired. 
Dancing has been a privilege carried on at the 
expense of the fraternities. A successful all-colftge 
dance means a considerable outlay of money for a 
good orchestra and a suitable location. The smaller 
Greek letter organizations are hard-pressed to keep 
step with others in this respect. 
No fraternity has one room large enough to hold 
an all-college function, nor it there sufi'icient accom-
modation elsewhere. Non-fraternity men and 
women often feel like outsiders at a strictly fra-
ternity dance. 
The new dance floor will be made available each 
week night to any group, large or small, who may 
desire it. 
Believing that this project may well result in 
the start of a Student Union movement at Rollins 
or at the least force Recreation Hall to live up to 
its name, the members of 0. D. K. invite you to 
Assembly Friday at 10:10 a. m. to hear further 
discussion. 
FLAMINGO SLAIEO 
TO APPEAR SOON 
New Magazine May Be Print-
ed During this Weeli 
With the publication of the No-
of the 1935-36 Fla-
nagazine will appear 




In its new form the Flamingo 
will be able to carry a larger 
number of advertisements, and 
more illustrations to enliven the 
printed matter. 
The selection of copy for the 
first issue has been difficult, due to 
the great number of fine manu-
scripts turned in. Many of them 
are being saved for future publica-
tion and will appear at a later 
date. 
Of especial interest will be the 
short story by Miss Frances Per-
pente, winner of the Golden Book 
Short Story Contest last year. 
Her latest work, "The Flood," 
shows the same firm touch that 
was shown in "The Key". Show-
ing her ability in poetry as well as 
in prose, Miss Perpente will be 
represented by a sonnet, "Protest 
against Poetry." 
Molly Mergentine has contribut-
ed a sketch of a young girl, a na-
tive New Yorker, though not of 
the city. 
(Continued on page 2, col. 7) 
TWO T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1935 
Government Control 
Of Arms Favored In 
Campus Elections 
(Continued from page 1, col. 3) 
States might enter, were only 
eleven out of the total two hun-
dred and forty-nine. 
In the second section the facul-
ty and students were in general 
agreement. In each group the 
majority favored the Kellogg 
Peace Pact over the League of 
Nations, but were more evenly di-
vided on the question of a larger 
army and navy. Government con-
trol of the munitions industry 
received a large vote. 
In general the ballot showed a 
strong leaning towards peace and 
towards support of existing agen-
cies which tend to promote inter-
national good will. War as an 
instrument for the settlement of 
international disputes was defin 
itely discredited. 
TO GIVE GOMEOY 
Whalen Is Appointed 
Intramural Manager 
The Men's Division of the D 
partment of Physical Education 
announces the appointment of 
Bill Whalen as the undergraduati 
men's intramural manager for the 
fall term. By this appointment, 
Whalen will have supervision of 
all the men's intramural sports. 
PATRONIZE 
OUR ADVERTISERS 
F is the duty of every Rollins student to pat-
ronize our advertisers. Our 




Andy ' s Ga rage 
Arnold's Restaurant 
Auto Safe ty Clinic 
Avalon Beauty Shop 
B a g g e t t ' s Service (Stand-
ard Oil) 
Baker's Men's Shop 
Bell Bread 
Bennett Electric Shop 
Bledsoe's Garage 
Callaway (Rugs) 
Caruther's Florist Shop 





Colonial Drug Store 
Costley, Chevrolet 
Davis Office Supply 
Dickson-Ives (Department 
Store) 
Eda's Beauty Shop 
Fountain Pen Shop 
Frances Slater (Dress 
Shop) 
Gary's Drug Store 
Graham Grover 
Grover Morgan (Jeweler) 
Johnson's Jewelry Store 
Keene & Keene (Optom-
etrist) 




Little Dutch Mill (Barbe-
cue) 
Louise Nut & Candy Shop 
Louis' (Dress Shop) 
Lucy Little (Flower Shop) 
Mabel Wicht (Dress Shop) 
Magic Novelty Shop 
Meer's (Dept. Store) 
Midwest Radio 
Music Shoppe Inc 
O'Neal Branch 
Orange Buick Sales 
Orange Colonial Hotel 
Orange Laundry 
Orlando Steam Laundry 
Otis Mote (Men's Shop) 
Paula's Restaurant 
Perrydell (Tea Room) 
Pete the Tailor 
Pruyn (Jewelry Store 






Ritz Beauty Salon 
Rollins Press 
Sanitary Meat Market 
Schwob (Clothiers) 
Sears-Roebuck 
Shaw, Roy (Used Cars) 
Shell Station 









"The Goose Hangs High" to 
Be Presented Dee. 14 
The first Student Company pro-
duction, "The Goose Hangs High", 
to be given in the Annie Russell 
Theatre on December 14, has 
distinguished cast of students. 
The play is a comedy by Lewis 
Beach, dealing with the ups and 
downs of an average American 
family. The part of the mother, 
Eunice Bradley, will be played by 
Ruth Dawson, who is admirably 
fitted to play a mature part, after 
her excellent portrayal of the 
Queen in "Hamlet" last winter. 
Alberto Warren is playing oppo-
sit her as the father, Mr. Bernard 
Bradley. He will be remembered 
for his work last year when he 
played leads in "The Wind and 
the Rain," and in "Hotel Uni-
verse," and Laertes in "Hamlet." 
The role of the daughter, Lois 
Bradley, will be played by Cricket 
Manwaring, who was in "Mr. Pim 
Passes By," and had thc leading 
role in "Mary the Third." 
The part of the eldest son will 
be done by Siley Vario, who was 
last seen as Horatio in "Hemlet". 
His fiancee, Dagmar, will be play-
ed by Frances Hyer. This is her 
first experience in a student com-
pany production although she has 
appeared several times in the 
Laboratory performances. 
Another experienced actor in the 
cast is Peter McCann, who played 
Bryan Strange in "Mr. Pim Passes 
By" and Bernardo in "Hamlet," 
last year. He will be Mr. Day, a 
go getter and a social climber, 
who is a business associate of Mr. * 
Ingals. Another recruit from the 
cast of "Mr. Pim Passes By," is 
Bonar Collinson, who has the role 
of Noel Kirby. 
Another student who has pre 
ously acted only in the laboratory 
theatre productions is Helene Key 
, who will be Aunt Julia. Con 
stance Righter, who last year took 
the part of Moira in "Riders to 
the Sea," will be the maid, Rhoda. 
The cast also includes four new 
students. The most experienced of 
them is George Fuller, who has 
the part of Bradley, thc younger 
Fuller for the last two sum-
has been connected with the 
Spanish Government 
Gives Rollins Rare 
Maya Manuscript 
The Government of Spain, 
through its Board of Cultural Re-
lations of the Ministry of State, 
has presented to Rollins College a 
valuable reproduction of the "Tro- I 
ana Codice", a Maya manuscript | 
in hieratic writing. President 
Hamilton Holt has announced. 
The reproduction of the origin-
al manuscript consists of 351 
sheets (70 pages). In its whole 
arrangement it is similar to other j 
manuscripts of the same kind; like 
them is it painted on a kind of 
fibre paper made from the leaves 
of the agrave, which was specially 
prepared so as to take the signs 
of the script more readily and cov-
ered with a thin calcareous coat-
ing. The sheets are written on 
both the obverse and the reverse 
and arc folded together like the | 
leaves of a screen. 
Hurricane Leaves Trail of Ruin 
Shakesperian Globe TheatrC; 
professional stock company, which 
presented Shakesperian drama 
the English Village, at the Chi 
go World's Fair in 1934, and at 
the San Diego Exposition this 
past summer. While at the Ch: 
go Fair, Fuller was also a mi 
ber of the English Morris Folk 
dancing companies in the English 
Village. Last winter he was 
member of their productions 
Chicago. 
Mary Acher, a transfer from 
Holton-Arms Junior College, 
make her stage debut, portraying 
the role of the grandmother, Mrs. 
Bradley. Kemberly, another busi-
associate, will be played by 
Fred Weiss, who has previously 
been in several high school produc 
tions in Toledo, Ohio. Willian 
Pierce, a retired U. S. Naval offi 
cer, will have the part of Kimber 
ly. He has had no other stage ex 
perience. 





I t ' s J u s t a M a t t e r 
of Shopping at 
LOUIS' 
Every apparel need for every 
occasion — and always — style 
and value. 
LOUIS' 
N o r t h Orange Ave, 
Miss Annie Russell 
Completes Plans of 
Professional Series 
(Continued from page 1, col. 2) 
announced for February 14. This 
season. Miss Sands will present 
""Our Stage and Our Stars". 
March 13 and 14 are being re-
served by Miss Russell for the pro-
duction of a play by the Annie 
Russell Company under her per-
sonal direction. 
Rules for all campus dances at 
Purdue: 
1. No dancing on the ceiling. 
2. Don't hang feet out of the 
window. 
3. Don't boo chaperones. 
4. No recruits. 
5. Don't retreat to the lounge 











142 N. Orange Ave., Orlando 
Quality 
RENDEZVOUS BAR-B-Q 
THREE MINUTES' DRIVE FROM THE CAMPUS 
JUST NORTH OF WINTER PARK 
STUDENTS! 
A highly specialized L a u n d r y and 
Dry Cleaning Service—Don' t t a k e 
chances w i th your clothes. 
AMERICAN LAUNDRY & 
CLEANING CO. 
Campus Agent—BILL CARMODY—Phone 39 
Florida Girl Writes 
11 Vivid Account of Storm i 
(Editor's Note: The following letter was received by Miss Alice | 
Booth, a Rolins student. It was written by a younger sister, Mis 
Eleanor Booth, who intends to come to Rollins next fall. It is appear- I 
ing in the Rollins Sandspur because we feel that it it a vivid, first- | 
cut a devastating swath across southern Florida, and reaped a toll 
>C five lives and more than $3,000,000 damage. Is portrayed vividly 
In these scenes. In the top picture, taken at the height of the storm, 
palm trees lining the shore at Miami bow low before the fury ot the 
winds. Below, the wreckage ol numerous buildings which Uttered 
the city after the storm had passed on testifies to the terrible fury 
of tbe gale. 
Chapel Committees 
Choose Officers at 
Joint Meeting Wed. 
The first joint meeting of the 
Chapel committees was held in the 
Chapel Wednesday evening, fNo-
vember 6, at 7:30 o'clock. 
The meeting was called to order 
by Bryant Prentice, who took 
charge representing the Chapel 
Staff. Mr. Prentice spoke brief-
ly of the aim and the purpose of 
the committees. 
Professor Buel Trowbridge ex-
plained in further detail the work 
of the Social Service Committee. 
Dean Campbell also gave the stu-
dents an idea of the work done 
during the year by the other com-
mittees. 
At the close of the meeting each 
group met separately and elected 
chairman and a secretary to 
rve for the remainder of the 
year. 
The chairmen elected at this 
ne were: Social Service, Betty 
Trevor; Hospitality, R i c h a r d 
Brown; Program, Louise MacPher-
Music, Dorothy Smith; Pub-
licity, Howard Showalter, and Sun-
day Evening Forum, Seymour 
Ballard. 
The Sunday School which is 
held weekly for the children of th. 
faculty members will meet in thi 
Speech Studio next Sunday, No 
Tiber 17, at 9:45 A. M. 
Mrs. Buel Trowbridge has been 
charge of all arrangements, and 
the classes will be under her di-
rection this year. 
MONOGRAM 
'EM 
It costs only a few cents to 
have cotton, rayon, silk, wool-
en or knitted garments mono-
grammed by our Parfek service. 





I Tone Quality and Intonation 
I Are Excellent 
By a Staff Member 
Dr. D. M. Swarthout, Dean of 
Music at Kansas State University, 
who came to the Semi-Centennial 
celebration at Rollins to represent 
Kansas and to assist in establish-
ing the Chi Chapter of Pi Kappa 
Lambda at Rollins, paid the Rol-
lins A Cappella Choir a great com-
pliment. , 
He attended one of the choir re-
hearsals, and, in respect to the two 
features that he always looks for 
in choral music: tone quality and 
intonation, the choir was excellent. 
He was delighted with the work 
of the choir on Sunday and Mon-
day, and was pleased to realize 
that the choir was using such a 
fine type of choral music. 
Mr. Honaas was well pleased 
with the response to the auditions 
for the Rollins Octette. There were 
enough good voices for two oc-
tettes, although the selection of 
only one has been made. 
Regular rehearsal time has been 
set for the following members: 
Lilias Parker, 1st soprano; Gene-
vieve Greer, 2nd soprano; Hazel 
Bowen, 1st alto; Dorothy Smithy 
2nd alto; Walter Royall, 1st tenor; 
Law Mallard, 2nd tenor; Bonar 
Collinson, 1st bass; Lyman 
Greaves, 2nd bass. 
The octette will assist the choir 
in off-campus concerts and rad 
broadcasts, as well as giving its 
own concerts, which were so popu 
lar last year. 
hand account of a Florida hurricai 
.iale.) 
Dear Alice: 
I'll start at the beginning. Yes-
terday morning—it seems like cen-
turies—dad took me to school, as I 
missed the school bus. No sooner 
was all history class convened than 
a boy came around with a slip for 
the teacher. It said: "Weather 
bureau dismisses school — hurri-
ine coming." 
Well—did wc go wild. I took 
the bus home and tried to calm the 
rulTled mater. We grabbed prac-
tically everything that we'd tak-
en out to the farm and brought 
it all into town and stayed at our 
house. Dad boarded up—the wind 
meanwhile mounting pleasantly. 
The wind then began to get fur-
Mother wanted the radio so Dad 
got in the car and went to the 
farm in the wind. Telephone and 
electric light wires snapped. Dad 
finally returned, slightly tousled. 
Wc sat on the back porch and 
watched trees and roofing paper 
blow away. We got it as bad as 
Miami but Miami won't admit it. 
And I was injured. Dad and 
Bill went out when the wind had 
abated somewhat, and I followed 
them. Well I got halfway through 
the garage door, when it got half-
way through me. My hand is 
swollen like everything. 
Bill and Dad had gone out—half 
of Wyker's roof had blown away, 
and they helped to repair it. 
When thc wind had unstifTened 
somewhat, though not much, we 








W e call for and deliver 
your car 
Phone 9173 121 Lyman Ave. 
COLLEGE PHOTO SERVICE 
"REILY" Photographer 
j 
Wes. Dennis and Jack Scanlon, Agents 
Miss Stewart Talks 
At Rollins Student 
Meeting on Sunday 
At an open forum meeting held 
Sunday evening at the Knowh 
Memorial Chapel, Miss Mary Rob 
Stewart of Limestone College 
Caroline, spoke on the Student 
Volunteer A sociation. 
Miss Stewart gave a short his 
tory of the movement and thi 
problems they are attempting to 
solve. Among these are: the race 
problem; including race prejudice, 
a crusade for peace, to break down 
denominational cliques to form a 
union of all for a common purpose, 
and most important of all to 
spread the knowledge and practice 
of the gospel of Christ. 
The convention of the Student 
Volunteer Association will be held 
in Indianapolis) in December. Miss 
Stewart made a request that all 
interested should attend this im-
portant meeting. There will be 
many noted speakers from all parts 
many noted speakers from all parts 
of the world. 
The registration fee of six dol-
lars for the convention will be paid 
by the Chapel Committe for any-
one wishing to attend, Professor 
Trowbridge has announced. 
After the talk by Miss Stewart 
a committee was formed to be in 
charge of the local work of the or-
ganization. Mr. Trowbridge was 
named chairman. 
Present of Prints 
Given German Club 
Three pictures were presented to 
the German Club by Dr. Feuer-
stein last week, The pictures, 
which represent the ideals and 
standards of the club, are prints 
of great Germans who made valu-
able contributions to literature and 
philosophy: Goethe, Schiller, and 
Kant. 
These prints will be hung in the 
German class room in Knowles 
Hall. 
e. Miss Booth lives in Ft. Laude: 
get out one road, water was a foot | 
deep so we turned and 
other way. That canal v 
inches above the road, 
couldn't tell which was canal and | 
which was road. 
Houses were crooked, some i 
shoved off their foundations. Plate | 
glass was broken. We think this 
was worse than '28—much. Some | 
houses were resting peacefully 
their roofs. The farm came 
fine. The river was up to the | 
road; over it, west of Andrews. A ' 
cocoanut palm had blown across • 
car, denting the roof terribly. Poles 
were everywhere. Dozens ot 
roads were rendered useless. Thf 
electricity will be off for sevi., 
days. 
But the worst is yet to rehr 
This part had broken me all up. . 
"With Mother, we started for the j 
beach. By this time everyone in 
Ft. Lauderdale had ventured out 
in the wind which was decreased. 
A regular river of cars was head-
ed beachward and a same river 
was headed to\vnward. We got as 
far as the yacht club and got out. 
A cop stopped all cars. 
The Ampitheatre (a large float-
ing hotel) was shoved all the way 
across the bay, and is at present 
sitting straight and pretty across 
the street from the yncht club. The 
poor little sailboats are laced in i 
among the bushes in a field across I 
from the bay. 
Wo started over the Causeway 
and in one place the road is almost | 
entirely washed away. So we walk-1 
ed over to the beach. The wind | 
was awful, you could just barely 
manage to walk, and the sand 
stung so you could scarcely stand 
it. The ocean, as you can visual-
ize, was in rather a mess, but the 
beach, it's ruined—absolutely de- i 
molished! I 
I never hope to see such a mess 
again. I'm all daunted about hur-
ricanes, and we didn't get the real 
thing. At least they say that over 
the radio. 
Woll, after waiting all these 
months, I've finally been through I 
Revamped Flamingo 
Appears on Market j 
In Next Few Weeks' 
(Continued from page 1, col. 7) 
Among the contributions of the | 
new students is a sketch, " 
ion" by Lela March Neill, bringing | 
a touch of humor to the magazine. 
The Flamingo has secured a 
tide by Roger Shaw, the Foreign | 
Editor of the Review of Reviews, 
on "Race of Class", a question of I 
interest to those in the South par- | 
ticularly. 
Also of interest to Floridians | 
and friends of Florida is an 
tide on Henry Flagler, the i 
who first saw Florida's worth i 
resort. Patricia Guppy has shown j 
her narrative ability well in tl 
lection "The Tight Band", a 
trait of the familiar college student | 
with too much to do. 
Other articles, stories and poems j 
carry out the theme of diversified | 
ubject matter, giving the Flam-
ingo a table of contents worthy of | 




Soda — Sandwiches 
Cosmetics 
PHONE 402 
Speedometer and Shock Absorber Repairing 
AL HUPPEL 
SPECIALIZED AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE 
433-47 W. Central Ave. Orlando, Florida 
CHARLES WRIGHT 
Hair Dresser 
9 Washington Arcade 
Orlando, Fla. Phone 3522 
Keene & Keene 
Optometrists and Manufactur-
ing Opticians 
"See Keene for Keen Sight" 
102 N. Orange Ave., Orlando 
Phone 4967 
l ypewri ter Headquarters 
Sales and Service 
New Portables, S39.50 to S62.50 
All Makes Used Typewriters 
Davis Office Supply 
19 E. Pine St. Orlando 
Phone 4822 
CALLAWAY 
1352 Orange Avenue 
Vt^inter Park 
Near Harmon & Orlando Aves. 
Andy's Garage 
Expert Repairing of AU 
Make Cars 
226 Church St. 
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T H E 
Inquiring Reporter 
(Each week the inquiring reporter will ask representative 
students their opinions on pertinent questions.) 
T h i s week ' s q u e s t i o n : W h a t is y o u r hones t 
opinion of t h e " r a t " cou r t ? 
After staggering around the week-end the Inquiring Re-
porter discovered that Margaret Bird was afraid to answer 
the question, Bill Twitchell left it in his other shirt. Jack 
Brabant, stammeringly, didn't know just what to write, and 
an unknown freshman girl didn't understand the meaning of 
honest. 
Warren Goldsmith, crooning troubador, promised to have 
his answer but confused it with the "Moonlight Sonata" and 
presented a page of do-re-me-fa-so-la's. 
The only student with the intelligence to answer was the 
columnist. Toy Dear 
Dear had this to say: "Rollins is the first place I ever saw 
a "Rat Court". By the by, Rollins is also the first place I 
ever saw a lot of things. 
But all in all, I like the "Rat Courts", especially the Wreck 
Hall kind with the informality of "rats" poaching like eggs 
and opening like an umbrella. 
U n d a u n t e d , t h e Inqu i r i ng Repo r t e r a s k s t h i s 
quest ion for nex t w e e k : W h a t do you th ink of t h e 
S a n d s p u r ? ( F o r t hose r e a d e r s of t h e Sandspu r t h a t 
m a y be asked t h e ques t ion t h e Inqu i r ing Repo r t e r 
will m a k e t h e following n o t e s : Dick Lee w r i t e s a 
column, Toy D e a r w r i t e s a column, Reg Clough is 
the Ed i to r , Bill Wha len is in c h a r g e of t h e adver -
t i s ing and Clough only k n o w s w h e r e t h e s to r i es 
come f rom.) 
Emilie Doug-herty 
t o Be Guest Artist 
At Organ Vespers 
Emilie Dougherty will be the 
guest artist on the Organ Vespers 
program Wednesday evening at 
five-thirty o'clock. Mrs. Dougherty 
will be assisted by Bruce Dougher-
ty, tenor. 
Herman F. Siewert, chapel or-
ganist, left Wednesday morning for 
Atlanta, Georgia, On Thursday 
evening, November 14, Mr. Siewert 
will present a program on the new-
ly installed residence organ at the 
home of Mrs. Bonita Crowe, before 
a group of sixty musicians, poets, 
and authors. 
The program Wednesday will in-
clude the following: 
Summer Sketch Lemare 
Berceuse Kinder 
Cuckoo Lemare 
Choral Prelude on the tune "St. 
Ann' - Noble 
So says a De Pauw freshman, 
probably telling his date how it 
felt to be collegiate, "Before I 
came to this campus I was one of 
the most conceited men you ever 
saw. But since my fraternity has 
knocked some of the conceit out 
of me, I am one of the best men in 




A good place to eat. Plate 
lunch 36c. Sizzling steaks, sea 
food at all times. Sunday tur-
key dinners, 50c. 
German, French, and 
Spanish All Featured 
On Seminar Program 
The German, French and Span-
ish departments of Rollins College 
gave an assembly in the Annie 
Russell Theatre, last Tuesday 
morning. 
The German class sponsored an 
octette with Elizabeth Kennedy 
and Lillias Parker, sopranos. Hazel 
Bowen and Mary Jane Meeker, al-
toes, Walter Royal and Dante 
Bergonzi tenors, a n d Lyman 
Greaves and Charles Lancaster, 
basses. They sang Haydn's "Ros-
lein" and "Guten, Gute Nacht" by 
Brahms. 
The French department gave a 
short play, "Le Medecin Mystifie", 
with James Lambert, Nan Poeller, 
and Priscilla Smith in the cast. 
Jean Parker read a poem in 
FOR SALE 
1 P a n o r a m C a m e r a 
1 Devry Still C a m e r a 
1 Devry P ro jec to r 
1 s t e r e o C a m e r a 
1 Kodoseope Pro jec tor , 
Model (c ) 
1 D a u v r y Telescope, 50x 
The above articles were pos-
sessions of the late Dr. Mar-
shall. These articles may be 
purchased at a reasonable price 
from Mr. Fleet Peeples, Chase 
Hall, Rollins College. 
W O R N W I T H P R I D I i B Y M I L L I O M S 
Like t r e a d i n g on a i r . 
T h a t ' s how t h e s e F r e e -
man oxfords c a r r y you 
along. The th ick n a t u r -
al crepe r u b b e r soles a r e 
soft, sp r ingy and shock-
proof. 
Styled in all w h i t e and 
brown buck. 
$5 and $5.50 
R. C. Baker, Inc. 
" a t t h e corner , d o w n t o w n " 
No Telegrams Delivered 
During Class Periods 
The administration wishes to 
call the attention of the stu-
dents to the fact that tele-
grams will not be delivered to 
the students during class 
periods. Instead they will be 
left at the Residences or the 
College Post Office. 
Only telegrams of a very ur-
gent and important nature will 
be brought to the class rooms. 
And the administration once 
more advises those students 
who live off-campus that their 
college mail will be posted at 
the college post office and they 
should call there at least once a 
day for it. 
It is the student's fault if 
he does not receive official no-
tices as they are always put up 
in the grating of the post office 
window at regular mail hours. 
Folk Dancing Class 
For Children Begins 
Under Mrs. John Rae 
The first folk-dancing class of 
the year for children was held Sat-
urday afternoon in Recreation Hall. 
This class is open to children of 
the Rollins faculty and staif and 
also to town children. 
Mrs. Rae has taught children's 
classes in the north for some time. 
Last summer some of her class-
es were dancing at Connecticut's 
Tercentenial, and last May several 
of them danced at the Annual Folk 
Dance Festival in New York. 
The dances and games that Mrs. 
le will use for this class at Rol-
ls will be those collected by Ce-
cil Sharp, from whose collection of 
Morris dances the folk dancing al-
ready exhibited was taken. The 
children will have English singing 
games. 
Sophomores at Haverford take 
a comprehensive examination con-
taining 2725 questions. It re-
quires 12 hours to complete. 
Spanish followed by a short talk 
in which Mrs. Lamb, head of the 
Spanish department, explained the 
rkings of that department. 
It Pays to Look Your Best 
EDA'S 
B E A U T Y S H O P 




for C a m p u s ac t iv i t ies 
New York's Newest Creation 
Frances Slater 
San Juan Hotel Bldg. 
Orlando, Fla. 
Attention Rollins Students 
Avalon Beauty 
Salon 
'Specializing in all its branches' 
480 N. Orange Ave. Orlando 
Phone 7722 
CALENDAR FOR COMING WEEK 
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13 
pi.SOp. m. Organ Vespers 
1:45 p. m. Key Society dinner in the College C( 
1:00 p.m. Rollins Radio Hour over WDBO. 
1:15 p.m. Studio Club meeting. 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15 
1:15 p.m. Special Assembly in Recreation Hall, 
i :45 p.m. Rollins Radio Hour over WDBO 
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 16 
i:15p. m. Rollins Hall Open House. 
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17 
):45a. m. Services in Knowles Memorial Chapel—Sermon 
by Dr. Miles H. Krumbine of Cleveland. 
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 19 
r:45p. m. German Club meeting at the Hooker Memorial 
Building. 
!:00p. m. Oratorical Association meeting in the Speech 
Studio. 
Rollins Studio Club 
Sponsors Exhibit of 
Modern Art Works 
The members of the Rollins Stu-
dio Club wish to extend their sin-
cere thanks to Mrs. Arthur T. Ald-
is for lending her fine collection of 
paintings for the exhibition which 
had its opening at the studio last 
Wednesday evening. 
The paintings represent in a 
fairly comprehensive way the work 
of twentieth century painters. 
Among them is a portrait of the 
late Arthur T. Aldis by Hugh Mc-' 
Kean. 
The next meeting of the Studio 
Club will be held at the Chocolate 
Shop on Wednesday, November 13 
at 8:15 P. M. 
Princeton has made class atten-
dance voluntary, as long as the 
students do a reasonable amount 
of class work. Formerly each stu-
dent was allowed eighteen ab-
sences during the year. 





Convenient Terms Arranged 
C O M P L E T E 
S E R V I C E D E P A R T M E N T 
W E SOLICIT Y O U R 
B U S I N E S S 
Orange Buick 
Pontiac Co. 
330 N. Orange 
Fred M. Floyd 
345 E. Park Ave. 
Underwood Sales 
Agency 
V e r y l a tes t models in 
Por t ab le t y p e w r i t e r s w i t h 
t h e " C h a m p i o n " keyboard . 
$49.50, $62.60. The new 
N O I S E L E S S P O R T A B L E 
a t $67.50, $77.00, including 
s m a r t c a r r y i n g case. E a s y 
t e r m s if desi red. 
O'NEAL-BRANCH 
C O M P A N Y 
39 E a s t P ine S t . 
Orlando 
WHY WORRY ABOUT YOUR 
CAR TROUBLES? 
Br ing T h e m to 
THE COLLEGE GARAGE 
W e Take Care of Your W o r r i e s ! 
P hone 115 
ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY 
F r e n c h D r y Cleaners 
"Established Half Century" 
W i n t e r P a r k Office P h o n e 
348 E . P a r k Ave. 418 
Oratorical Group 
Holds Meeting Last 
Evening in Studio 
The Oratorical Association pre-
sented its first program of the 
year last evening in the Speech 
Studio. 
An extensive evening's entertain-
ment was planned by Professor 
Pierce and members of the pro-
gram committee. 
David Bothe acted as stunt mas-
ter of ceremonies and presented 
Sterling Olmsted, president of the 
Rollins Chapter of Pi Kappa Del-








P r i ce $25.00 
Pete, the 
, Tailor, Inc. 
Phone 6101 
W. Central Ave. 
Orlando 
Rollins Revolts On Old 
Academic Gown Custom 
By a Staflf Member 
Because Rollins has sidestepped an ancient and respected academic 
custom and substituted one of its own, the college has occasioned 
much discussion among both faculty and students as to just what is 
the correct attire for academic gowns. 
rn July, 1935, an article appear-
n The Educational Record un-
der the subject of "An Academic 
Costume Code." In the report of the 
Committee on Academic Costume 
of the American Council on Educa-
tion, this article offers the final 
authority for American College 
and academic costumes. 
Of special interest to Rollins is 
the stipulation that gowns should 
in all cases, be black. For the 
past year the Rollins academic 
processions have shown with the 
splendor of brilliant blue and gold 
costumes, thereby breaking pre-
cedents that were set before Amer-
ica was discovered. 
Blue gowns are mentioned only 
once in the report of the Council 
on Education, permissable excep-
tions to the Code are cited. It 
was decided by the Committee that 
graduating classes in secondary 
schools, academies, normal schools 
and junior colleges should not wear 
black, the sign of a college senior, 
but should be confined to gray or 
blue. 
With the gown black, it is natur-
al that the cap, or mortar-board 
should also be black. A question 
which has long been argued was 
settled by the committee when 
they announced that the tassels of 
the caps should be allowed to fall 
where they would and that they 
found no warrant either in pre-
cedent or in common sense for 
moving the tassel as a feature of 
the conferment of the bachelor's 
degree. 
Further ruling of the committee 
tated that as the cap is an es-
ential part of the academic cos-
tume it should be kept on the 
head throughout all exercises ex-
cept during prayer. 
It must be realized that the rul-
ings of the American Council of 
Education have no authoritative 
backing and that Rollins is not, by 
iolation of precedent, violating 
any letter of the law. But with 
such a side-step from custom it is 
surprising that Rollins has not 
gone all the way and abolished 
academic costumes completely. 
Reasons for this seeming lack of 
originality include the variety of 
s that would appear if there 
were no prescribed costume. 
Come in and Gas with 




is on sale at the following 
stores in 
Winter Park: 
Rollins P r e s s 
L a n d e r ' s D r u g S to re 
Rollins Chocolate Shop 
Orlando: 
Wa lg reen ' s D r u g S to re 
In radio, Progress is advancing faster than at any time in 
history. 
We are pleased to announce that our service department 
maintains the most medern repair equipment designed by 
We offer you prompt, reliable, and guaranteed radio repair 
RADIO SERVICE CO. 
W. C. Ford, Jr. (Rollins '29) 
478 N. Orange Ave. Across from Avalon Hotel 
Phone 5828 
BABYGRAND 
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY 
Behold the astounding spectacle of a world gone mad with 
pleasure . . . swept to oblivion by a great volcanic upheaval. 
Spectacle that only the screen can present! 
Saturday Only 
A great author's best selling novel. 
GENE STRATTON-PORTER'S 
"FRECKLES" 
With Tom Brown — Virginia Weidler 
Starts Sunday 
A great star . . . a great picture! 
WILL ROGERS 
STEAMBOAT 'ROUND THE BEND" 
with Irving S. Cobb 
Dickson-Ives 
T h e W o m a n ' s S t o r e 






a s i t s Rollins 
r e p r e s e n t a t i v e 
Miss M a n w a r i n g vrill 
keep in touch w t h t h i s Or-
lando s tore , g iv ing t h e 
viewpoint of Rollins women 
so t h e y m a y find w h a t t h e y 
w a n t w h e n t h e y shop a t 
Dickson-Ives . In addi t ion, 
a display of c u r r e n t fash-
ions will be f ea tu red in 
Miss M a n w a r i n g ' s room a t 
t h e P i P h i House . 
Sugges t ions will b e 
welcomed from Rollins 
women a s to h o w 
Dickson-Ives m a y bet -
t e r se rve t h e m . 
T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R 
WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 13. 1935 
iSnUina ^anbapur 
Published Weekly by Undergraduate Students 
of Rollins. 
ESTABLISHED IN 1894 W I T H THE FOLLOWING 
EDITORIAL 
Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed, well-
rounded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet 
as gritty and energetic as its name imflies, vic-
torious in single combat and therefore without a 
feer, wonderfully attractive and extensive in cir-
culation : all these will be found ufon investigation 
to be among the extraordinary qualities of the 
SANDSPUR. 
1935 Member 1936 
Plssocided GolIe6iate Press 
Distributor of 
Collegiate Digest 
Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce; 
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association. 
Publication Office: Fairbanks Avenue 
at Interlachen 
TELEPHONE 187 
Na t iona l A d e v r t i s i n g R e p r e s e n t a t i v e : 
NATIONAL, ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC. 
420 Madison Avenue, New York City 
400 Nor th Michigan Avenue , Chicago 
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the 
United States $1.50 a term (12 weeks), $2.50 for 
two terms, or $3.00 for the full college year. 
of March . 1879. 
. W i n t e r P a r k , 
November 24, 1925, 
EDITORIAL STAFF 
Editor REGINALD T. CLOUGH 
Associate Editor JEAN PARKER 
Managing Editor ROBERT VAN BEYNUM 
News Editor MARLEN ELDREDGE 
Sports Editor ARTHUR DEAR, JR. 
Feature Editor RICHARD H. LEE 
Society Editor LEAH JEANNE BARTLETT 
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Unsigned editorials in these columns 
the opinion of the fublication; any other articles 
are indicative only of the sentiments of the authors. 
They •will be frinted unsigned, but to be accefted, 
the identity of the writer must be known to the 
editor. 
(^ditbpals 
Who Is At Fault? 
The Rollins Sandspur last week printed a 
student opinion letter which, quite natural-
ly, resulted in comment and criticism on all 
sides. The letter was printed, not because 
we agreed with the writer or with any of 
his views, but because we wished to permit 
him to voice his opinion. The letter was 
printed with the understanding that it 
would be followed with more comment. 
Rollins is a community of only 500 in-
dividuals situated on a small campus, where 
practically all of the members of the com-
munity meet each day. Does the writer 
suppose that a member of that community 
would need spies to keep him informed of 
the activities of other members? He would 
have to be blind to life about him to remain 
oblivious of their activities. Regrettably 
anything unusual in such a community is 
discussed at length. A member of that com-
munity would have to be deaf to remain 
oblivious to the private affairs of his fellow 
members. Does the writer of the letter be-
lieve that the administration of any small 
college could use spes and not expect them 
to be discovered? The suggestion that 
spies are being employed on this campus is 
so ridiculous and illogical that it is difficult 
to conceive that the letter was the product 
of a college student. 
In one part of his letter the author states 
"Reputedly, there is a stooge system here." 
That belief is doubtless held by some persons 
and that is only natural. The reason for the 
reputation is that few people are honest 
enough to say "I am in trouble, and it is my 
fault." Americans are noted for a trait 
known as "passing the buck," and college 
students are its worse offenders. Earlier this 
year we stated that "whatever you accom-
plish at Rollins will have been done by you, 
and by you alone." We add now that if you 
are ever in any trouble at Rollins, it will be 
the fault of one person, and that one person 
will be you, and you alone. 
The influence of this newspaper will be 
used at any time to destroy or uncover any 
practice or system which we believe wrong 
or misused. But we cannot extend sym-
pathy to a student who blames his misfor-
tunes on some one else or on the adminis-
tration. Our only advice to the misinform-
ed writer is to reconsider his facts imper-
sonally, pretend some one else is in trouble, 
and then decide who was at fault. 
The Key to Peace 
Another Armistice day passes and with it 
go the usual orations, celebrations, and 
commemorations. Pacifists vow on Armis-
tice day that their nation will never be 
drawn into another war. Across the street 
meetings are held by the American Legion 
a purely military organization, established, 
empowered, and endowed by one common in-
terest, the last war. Today the Legion's 
sole interest is, not peace, but the payment 
of the soldier's bonus. 
On Armistice day polls are conducted by 
peace organizations. Meetings to promote 
anti-war propaganda are held on Armistice 
day, and students walk out of their classes 
to show their attitude toward peace and 
unity. On Armistice day idealists urge 
world organization and realists urge neutral-
ity and strong national defenses. And what 
do the celebrations amount to? What do 
the thousands of peace organizations amount 
to? What does the neutrality act amount 
to, when exports of raw products to Italy 
increase during the period following the 
proclamation? The answer in every case 
is nothing. 
There is only one answer to our present 
problems. The answer lies in the hands of 
one group, the pressure must be brought by 
one group, common sense must prevail with 
that group, and that group is the younger 
generation. No amount of proclamations, 
of speeches, of treaties, of League sanctions, 
will keep this or any country out of war if 
its youth want to fight. But if the youth of 
the nation refuse to fight, no diplomat or 
politician can compel them to. 
The American youth are today in a good 
frame of mind. We are aware of the racket 
in war. We realize that war is promoted and 
prolonged mainly by business interests. We 
realize that war is a futile gesture never re 
suiting in improvement for civilization. We 
realize that war is expensive. 
We must remember that war will be 
started by another generation. We must 
remember that war will be controlled by 
that generation. We must remember that 
we will be the cannon-fodder, not the mem-
bers of any other generation. We must re-
member that the bills for a war now will 
be left for us to pay. We must remember 
that any problem can be solved without war, 
We must remember that no war ever solved 
any problem satisfactorily. As long as the 
youth of this country remember these facts 
and as long as the youth of this country 
have backbone enough to prevent the mis-
takes of the government, the United States 
need not fear war. 
'f\%Skt%^ 
' I tems 
The G. O. P. vs. The New Deal 
Last week's ballotting in four separate 
states revealed little indication of what 
may be expected in next year's presidential 
election. Kentucky gave an overwhelming 
plurality to a Democrat over a Republican. 
In New York the state returned control of 
the assembly to the G. O. P. The Demo-
crats have held the reins in New York's 
house since 1932, when a host of New Deal-
ers were swept into office in the Roosevelt 
landslide. In New Jersey the Republicans 
strengthened their hold on the Assembly, 
while Pensylvania elected a Republican 
Superior court judge and a Republican 
mayor. 
As usual both parties claimed a victory. 
To the general public the result was a dead-
lock. In Kentucky the New Deal seems to 
be held in wide favor. This election broke 
a 40-year trend of alternating Republicans 
and Democrats in the governor's chair of the 
Blue Grass State. Roosevelt seems to have 
lost ground in New York and New Jersey, 
while the Republican majority in Pennsyl-
vania was not as great as it has been in for-
mer years. 
The Democrats' principal observation was 
that although certain phases of the New-
Deal are disliked, the personal popularity 
of President Roosevelt prevails. 
Public Politician No. 1, "Sunny Jim" Far-
ley, maintained that every indication point-
ed to another landslide in 1936 even greater 
than that of 1932. Republicans must find 
a more suitable candidate than any suggest-
ed thus far before they can begin to speak 
of 1936. So far some half dozen "hopes" 
have appeared on the scene, but their ap-
pearances have aroused scarcely enough 
commotion to permit the public to realize 
their identity. 
F o o t n o t e s 
By R. H. LEE 
We're in a spot for news this week. Rushing is over so there's no 
use printing nasty cracks about other Fraternity men. We haven't 
eaten any meals to amount to anything in Beanery the past week so 
that's out. We went away to Palm Beach for the week end so missed 
our chance to get some dirt on Mink Whitelaw. In short this week 
we're going to have to rely on our undercover department to fill up our 
allotted twenty-two inches. We're going to stretch this lead out asi 
long as we can make it because it cuts space off of both columns under 
it. Well, here goes, and we'll try to stay at home next week end^ 
A time honored custom at Rol-
lins is kid Day. This beautiful 
event happens once a year and giv-
es Cloverleaf a chance to wear 
shorts without fear of Dean 
Sprague's disapproving eye. It 
also causes a small boom at 
Leedy's where for once they can 
palm off all of their oversized baby 
clothes. 
All Freshmen Stage 
Their Annual "Kid 
Day" Last Friday 
By a Staff Member 
Kid Day 1935—Once more the 
Campus was thronged with hair-
ribboned, diaper-drooping "kids". 
Toy elephants, all-day suckers, 
bandaged toes, jaw breakers, ir 
they laughed when I went 
over to the piano, but they were • 
ifirht, I couldn't lift it."—News-
Letter, John Hopkins-
This delicatessen ad is from the 
Reflector, Mississippi State col-
'Pickled Pigs' feet. We put 
ir own." Generous, aren't 
they?—Washington State Normal 
In place of an answer on a philo-
sophy paper, a professor at St. 
Mary's received this reply: 
"Sir, my cranium, consisting of 
Vermont marble, volcanic lava, and 
A.lncan ivory, covered with a thick 
i.iyer of case-hardened steel, forma 
an impenetrable barrier to all that 
seeks to impress itself upon the 
of my brain. 
'Hence, the effulgent and osten-
iously effervescent phrases just 
t̂ cted and reiterated for my com-
,'hension have failed to penetrate 
\ permeate the forces of my at-
intclligence. 
ther words, I am dumb and 
do not understand, sir". 
Perhaps the freshmen wouldn't 
holler so much if they heard this 
Every student wanting to enter 
y college or university in Argen-
la is required to know how to 
the tango. In Chinai the 
ophyte must be able to project 
to his mouth—using chopsticks. 
—10 pears without missing a shot. 
The News Letter, Johns 
s' weekly: 
"Shall we waltz?" 
"It's all the same to me." 
"Yeah, I've noticed that." 
short, tbe of 
History maintains that Columbus was the 
first democrat: When he started out, he 
didnH know where he was going. When he 
got there, he didn't know where he was. 
When he got back, he didn't know where 
he'd been, And he went on somebody else's 
money. 
Gillespie and Scanlon were re-
splendent in diapers, and we hear 
that Scan had an accident, a safety 
pin or something, and had to ab-
sent himself from company for a 
part of the day. One old lady of 
the town was heard speaking to 
the police in an effort to locate 
the parents of a husky baby that 
she saw wandering all alone 
around Winter Park. The cop 
tried to explain that the baby 
knew where it was going and 
that its name was Dick Turk, but 
the old lady was far from pacified, 
However, the one event of ths 
day that will re 
ory long after minor events have 
passed elsewhere was the fo: 
able appearance of Paul Boring, 
whom some claim to be the second 
coming of the messiah. We walked 
into Lyman and found him creep-
in the dark recesses of the 
place, his head in a bonnet, an 
il leer on his stern face and no 
sign anywhere of the Galilean 
qualities that had been attributed 
AVe been., wondering- how 
long the freshmen were going to 
remain under the sheltering club 
of the Rat Committee. The bonfire 
before the Tampa Game cleared 
that up. Burning Rat Caps is an 
expensive but., effective., way., of 
throwing off the yoke. It seems 
that all traditions went by tbe 
board but that about walking 
across the horseshoe. This tradi-
tion is to be observed until June, 
it's remarkable the way traditions 
spring up over night at Rollins. 
Bonfire building brings back mem-
ories of three years ago when Gil 
Drake burned off his eyebrows and 
Ralph Gibbs risked his life climb-
ing the pile to place the effigy of 
Miami or something on top. 
The Freshman show from all 
reports was a success. We are 
particularly sorry that we missed 
it because we would have liked to 
have seen Hai's tap dancing, have 
heard Brabant's faltering pro-
logue, a n d witnessed Priscilla 
~ - operatic renderings minus 
I the cost of a box at the Metropol-
itan. Mrs. Rae should be warned 
that her folk dancing will have to 
be good because she will be watch 
ed by the critical eyes of Gallag-
her and Whyte, spring dance team 
extraordinary. We trust that 
Major Bowes will not feel too d 
couraged about his amateur hour 
after he hears of this one. We're 
a bit worried about Dusty Fen-
nell's suddenly b e c o m i n g a 
father, or maybe it was a moth-
er. It'll come as a big surprise to 
the folks back home. 
Lonsdale has been acting up 
again with that boat of his. Two 
little girls from Cloverleaf, Leigh 
Davis and Ann Earl, claim that 
he chased them all over the Winter 
Park lakes, ran them up a canal, 
and finally spilled them just as 
they were going under the wire on 
the home stretch. The sun bath-
ers on the dock have raised the 
complaint that he disturbs their 
dreams by splashing them at odd 
moments. We have no kick com-
ing however, because he took us 
for a ride, and if he can only get 
Ruth Blunden on an aquaplane 
everything will be ok here. 
Chase hall ushers in the open 
house season for Dormitories with 
the quieter element of the college 
decidedly in evidence. Colored 
lights, moss, and patio dancing in-
terspersed by Goldsmith's classical 
music, too many doughnuts, and 
too much cider wrecked the 
ning for Barney. We can look 
forward to Cloverleaf and mayb. 
fanciful, sacred childhood are 
brought before our shocked senses 
in the form of gawky legs, ill-fit-
ting dresses, and bulging muscles. 
Our ideals of childhood however 
were not entirely destroyed due 
partly to John Lee's chubby red 
cheeks, patent leather shoes and 
big straw hat and Marie Winton's 
yellow ruffs and bows. Jack Clark 
was a perfect natural and oh, what 
a "babe" Babe Rose must have 
been! Gilbert Wakefield with his 
golden curls, blue bonnet and 
nipple typified the answer to many 
a fond mother's dream. Joe Mat-
thews attired in what apparently 
was a pajama top was careful to 
show, with an apologetic blush, 
that he really did have shorts on 
underneath. 
Two calamities of the day— 
Weinberg's failure to appreciate 
the "barbaric nature" of Jack 
First Meeting of 
Social Problems Club 
Held Friday Night 
The Social Problems Club held 
its first meeting of the year last 
Friday night in Lyman Hall. Jack 
MacGaffin, president, announced 
immediate projects of the 
ciub and Professor Clark read the 
Proclamation of the National Stu-
dent League against War. It was 
voted that this should be read in 
every class on Monday just after 
the two minute period of silence. 
The nation wide plebisite on 
Peace and the League of Nations 
was discussed. Club members vol-
unteered to manage the ballot box 
in Carnegie. 
Professor Clark invited any in-
terested students to attend the 
meeting of the Winter Park 
League for Peace and Disarma-
ment on Tuesday and contribute 
suggestions. Professor Clark is 
President of the League. 
After a brief discussion of pos-
sible activities of the year the 
meeting was adjourned. 
Scanlon, and Turk's lack of know-
ledge as to where one's legs 
should be when attired in a girl's 
Yesterday-
In the Rollins Sandspur 
even Rollins Hall 
and go social. 







r. the Florida 
at it again . . . 
car . . . Barr's 
roommate of Sunday 
. . The sudden craze for 
bridge and police dogs . . . Goo 
Goo's French horn guaranteed to 
break windows by mere sound vi-
bration . . . The "Sandspur's" mis-
print of last week in listing the 
Fraternity pledges. Bud Diaper 
for Draper should stop him from 
sending the Sandspur home - . . 
Five more weeks until Xmas. 
Bamberger, and the Baer Louis 
fight . . , The boys going in for 
knitting . . . Kid Robert's return 
. . . Another Roxbury lad makes 
the pilgrimage . . . A Pi Phi pledge 
on a train in Russia . . . Seniors at 
Pep Meeting borrow R books to j 
sing songs. 
Eleven Years Ago. 
During the cold spell the par-
1 post has complained about the 
numerous heavy packages which 
tinue to come to the college, 
but they withdrew all protests 
upon investigation, they 
found that the boxes contained 
blankets, coats, sweaters, 
even rugs which the student had 
wired home for. 
Due to the cold weather. Fleet 
has spent the week in teaching 
freshmen how to hold a paddle 
stead of how to swim. To most 
the freshmen canoes are entirely 
new, and some have faint hearts 
but all are eager to learn so they 
may use the canoes for picnics 
and outings. So far there have 
bee^ no duckings—the girls are 
too careful for that. 
Quoting President Weir in his 
chapel talk: "Personal appearance, 




rather strange word 
may not find in the 
pushability." 
Five Years Ago. 
Will everyone please 
ing about Beanery food, 
hundred per cent perfect compar-
ed to what other schools serve and 
call food. If you hatet it so much, 
there are always eating places 
'wntown where you can also fuss. 
On Sunday afternoon Mayflower 
and Pugsley were formally open-
ed to friends of the college. The 
inhabitants of both the new dorms 
extend their thanks to all visitors 
for their enthusiasm, and wish to 
take this opportunity to express 
their appreciation to all concern-
ed in giving them such a delight-
ful house. 
Sound-proof walls have been 
suggested for the dorms and fra-
ternity houses. ,This would not 
only do away with door-slamming 
and chair-bumping of people com-
ing in late, but also the raucous 
squeak of alarm clocks in those 
dear dim moments when sleep 
Two Years Ago. 
The Rollins Infirmary was offi-
cially opened with an informal tea 
to which students and friends were 
invited. The house is a charming 
one—^coIorful and quiet. Students 
ill, halt, or blind will find relaxa-
tion and speedy recuperation a 
simple thing in this finest of all 
infirmaries. 
Over fifty members of the Wo-
men s Athletic Association went 
a-picnicking last Wednesday eve-
ning, on foot, bicycles, and in cars. 
After the first enthusiastic de-
vouring of all food in sight, they 
drifted into a vague circle and 
sang merrily on into the night. 
November is a month of 
meteors, and volunteers are need-
to observe the meteoric showers 
from midnight to four a. m., Sun-
day through Wednesday. The re-
sults -will be two-fold: personal 
enjoyment and contribution to sci-
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 13, 1935 T H E R O L L I N S S A N D S P U R 
Chase Hall Holds 
Annual Open House 
Saturday Evening 
Chase Hall held its annual open 
house last Saturday from 8:30 P. 
M. to 11:30 P. M. The Hall was 
decorated in tropical style. 
The entertainment consisted of 
music and dancing. Miss Anne 
Eutz sang a Bavarian folk song 
and Mr. Walter RoyaU sang "Deep 
in My Heart". Mr. Fleetwood 
Peeples gave a demonstration of 
I the technique of handling rattle 
Dean Sprague 
wood Peeples we 
for the party. 
nd Mr. Fleet-
There were so many bicycle 
riders at Vassar that the faculty 
had to devise a set of traffic rules, 
and each class has a license plate 




The Only Complete 
Low-Priced Car 








It's been intimated freely by a certain Rollins student 
That the dean is kept aware of those who are a bit imprudent; 
That by clever guiles and weighty plots and subtle subterfuges 
There has finally been organized a group of "College Stooges"; 
That these sinister obscurities do slyly lurk around 
Wherever naughty boys and girls are usually found; 
That these sleuthies are becoming such a horrible obsession 
That most everyone doth fear to make a comforting confession. 
In conclusion, this acuser makes an universal plea 
To the students and alumni and the Rollins faculty: 
To expose and to abolish this unhealthy atmosphere. 
So that all may live unhampered the remainder of the year. 
The Decision 
In response to these aspersions we find every indication 
Pointing to the righteousness of this administration. 
We do fail to find a reason why the dean should really care 
If we dine tonight at Sharkey's or a place not quite so fair. 
We must come to the conclusion that the late climatic heat 
Has seriously affected our objector's self-conceit. 
Or else he has mistaken in his deep hullucination 
Other peeping-tommies now avoiding grim probation. 
In conclusion we shall sum up and courageously shall state, 
To all those who are dubious and quite disconsolate. 
That we'll stand by Rollins College, so brutally offended. 
Until the day when we ourselves are duly apprehended! 
In a freshman English class last 
week the lambs were asked to 
give a definition for courtship. 
Result of one effort: "A courtship 
is when a man runs around after 
until she catches him." 
GOSSARD 
We are showing the new fall 
line priced at $1.95 to $5.50 
Ask to see them while shopping 
R. F. LEEDY CO. 
DOWNTOWN 
Grover Morgan 




•LEST WE FORGET" 
MABEL WICHT'S 
GOWN SHOP 
JEFFERSON COURT HOTEL 
C. L. PRUYN 
WATCH AND JEWELRY REPAIRING 
Frames and lenses furnished for all types of Eye Glasses. 
Fancy Shape Watch Crystals ground while you wait 
EAST PARK AVE^ OPPOSITE DEPOT 
P F R R V r i T T T T On State Highway No. 2 
r i l , K K \ LULLiL. 22 E. Gore Street, Orlando 
Sororities, Fraternities, just the place for your 
luncheons 
Banquet Hall — Tea Room — Gift Shop — Rooms 
Telephone 5461 
MAGIC NOVELTY SHOP 
Magic, Jokes, Novelties, Bridge Prizes, Canaries, 
Gifts and Favors for Sorority and Fraternity Parties. 
132 N. ORANGE AVE.—ORLANDO 
ROLLINS CO-EDS 
You are invited to come in and be-
come acquainted with the newest 
developments in beauty culture. 
Expert attention and the best 
preparations add new loveliness to 
complexions. 
• VYRLE • 
NO. 3 JEFFERSON CT. BUILDING. PHONE 5446 
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Corsage Specialties for Dances 
CALL 
Caruthers' Violet Dell Florist 
San Juan Hotel, Orlando 
Free Delivery Service Phone 4434 
Five More Winners 
Are Announced for 
The Movie Contest 
The winners in last week's Rol-
lins Sandspur advertising contest 
were Leah Jeanne Bartlett, Cath-
erine H. Bailey, William B. Mc-
Craery, Charles W. Allen, and Pro-
fessor Robert D. Howard. 
All winners received passes to 
the Baby Grand theatre except 
Miss Bartlett who failed to tum 
in the advertisement containing her 
initials. 
Five more groups of initials ap-
pear in this issue of the Sandspur. 
The advertisements containing 
these initials must be clipped and 
presented to William Whalen, ad-
vertising commisisoner. 
Comstock Students 
Picnic at Sanlando 
The girls of Comstock Dormi-
tory entertained with a picnic Sat-
urday afternoon at Sanlando Sul-
phur Springs. Swimming, diving 





U B E MES 
"International House" Ap-
pears on Rollins Campus 
Lakeside emerged from a period 
of inactivity with a gathering last 
Thursday, November 7, to witness 
the first "International House" of 
Rollins. Invited to share the en-
tertainment were about twenty-
five or thirty members of the fac-
ulty and staff interested in lang-
uages and world affairs. 
Opening the program, Grace 
Terry, chairman for the evening, 
spoke of music as the one unques-
tioned international language and 
presented Eleanor Giessen, who 
played Danse by Debussy. 
Wu-Kou Liu had with her two 
large books of drawings, small 
copies of the originals which were 
sold by the artist, Mrs. Liau Tzan 
Kai, to raise money for volunteers 
fighting against Japan. Mrs. Liau 
Tzan Kai had asked Wu-Kou's 
father to contribute a preface to 
each. This he did, in poetry for 
one, prose for the other. Apolo-
gizing for the fact that she did 
not know perfectly the Old Chi-
nese in which these were written. 
Wu-Kou read these selections. Lat-
er in the evening she presented 
these books to Dr. Holt. 
Else Barasch gave a short greet-
ing in German; then Leo Suck 
spoke in Czechoslovakian (Henry 
afterwards assured the gathering 
that his brother had really given a 
very respectable greeting). Dante 
Bergonzi, though even less a new-
comer to the campus than the 
Sucks, spoke in Italian, thus giv-
ing, with Lois Riess' Greek wel-
come, representation from the 
Mediterranean countries. Lois 
went on to describe (in English) 
one of the sports of Greece un-
known in America—that of octo-
pus fishing. 
Then Patricia Guppy, dressed in 
a West Indian costume, gave a 
brief history of her island home. 
Gamma Phi Beta's '̂ Backward** 
Party Among Social Events 
Many Rollins students spent last week-end visiting friends and rela-
tives in various parts of the state. Some of those who left campus 
over Saturday and Sunday were: John Nichols and Benjamin Rowe, 
who visited John Baker, a former Rollins student, now connected with 
Grant's Store in Tampa. 
Prances Hyer and Charles Allen *̂  
went to Tampa where they vis-
ited Miss Hyer's family. 
Jerry Collinson spent the week 
end in Tampa at the home of his 
aunt. He brought Mary Jeanne 
McKay (first cousin of Mary Jane 
Ott) back with him and she spent 
Sunday night at the Pi Beta Phi 
house with Miss Hyer. 
Polly Raoul and James Lam-
bert spent the week end at their 
respective homes in Sarasota, 
Florida. 
Sally Stearns and Jane Thay-
er, Betty Short and Ann Whyte 
went to Daytona Saturday and 
spent the night with friends 
there. 
Evelyn Smith also went to Day-
tona to visit her mother who is 
staying there for a short time. 
Frances Southgate and Con-
stance Righter left Friday for a 
week end in Birmingham, Ala-
bama. 
Several students from the Uni-
and sang two lullabies in the na-
tive patois. Anne Rutz, who had 
just arrived that morning sang a 
Bavarian folk song, accompanied 
by her sister, Mia Rutz. 
Miss Mary Stewart 
Guest of Honor at 
Dean Campbell's Tea 
Dean Charles H. Campbell en-
tertained with a Chapel Tea, Sat-
urday at his home on Stoven Drive. 
Miss Mary Rob Stewart, who is 
representing the Student Volunteer 
Movement, was guest of honor. 
iss Stewart gave an informal 
talk about her work and the ideals 
of the movement. 
Refreshments of orange punch 
id cookies were served. 
versity of Florida were guests on 
the Rollins campus last week end. 
Halsey Whitelaw had as his guest 
Leonard Burns, a member of Pi 
Kappa Alpha. Reed Whittle, an 
Alpha Tau Omega, was the guest 
of Lee Bartlett. 
ams of Cleveland, 
see his daughter, 
to Miami last 
Mr. R. H. Will: 
Ohio, stopped to 
Carol, en route 
Wednesday. 
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Wimmer 
Johnson announce the birth of a 
son. Tuck. Mrs. Johnson will be 
remembered as Dorothy Steuer. 
The Gamma Phi Beta pledges 
entertained their active chapter 
with a "backward" party last 
Thursday evening, November 7. 
The actives, dressed with their 
clothes on backwards, started the 
party by entering the sorority 
house through the back door. The 
rest of the evening was spent in a 
similarly backward manner. 
The party was brought to a suc-
cessful conclusion with an abund-
ant serving of ice cream and cake. 
Doris Smiley, ex'38, is attend-
ing Katharine Gibbs Secretarial 
School in New York City. 
The Alpha Phis entertained all 
the entering students at a dessert 
after dinner last Wednesday eve-
ning. 
The Rollins Women's Associa-
tion held their first meeting of the 
year at Mrs. Bradley's last eve-
ning. All members of the faculty 
staff and their families were in-
vited to the picnic supper. This 
is the first of the three meetings 
held each year as a social gather-
ing of the "Rollins Family." A 
charge of twenty-five cents was 
made to all members who do not 
take their meal: 
Reservations were to have hi 
the office by noon Saturday. 
Supper Party Given 
For Miss Dudley at 
Comstock Dormitory 
Miss Mary Dudley was guest of 
honor at a surprise birthday party 
given Thursday evening in Com-
stock Dormitory. 
After dinner, there was dancing 
and bridge. The party was chap-
eroned by Miss Ellen V. Apper-
son, the house mother. 
Those present included Miss 
Dudley, Walter Jordan, Emily Old-
ham, Paul Twachtman, Peggy 
Moore, Kenneth Solomons, Ruth 
Blunden, Malcolm Whitelaw, Bet-
sy Munson, William Wicker, Mary 
Flaherty, Milton Beekman, Jane 
Thayer, Jack MacGaffin, Florence 
Kelley. Robert Stanley, Laura Lou 
Lincoln, Carl Howland, Mary Gul-
nac, Charles Clawson, Virginia 
Jaekel, Reginald Clough, Con-
stance Righter, Donald Bond, Bet-
ty Byer, Daniel Winant, Perry 
'Oldham, and William Barr. 
Kappas Entertain at 
College Tea Sunday 
On Sunday, November 10, the 
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority en-
tertained with an informal all-col-
lege tea at the chapter house in 
honor of the pledges. 
Mrs. Arthur McKean and mem-
bers of the sorority received the 
guests from four until six o'clock. 
The house was decorated in light 
and dark blue, the colors of the 
sorority. Punch and cookies were 
served throughout the afternoon. 
Mass of 600 tons of rock fell 
from Gibralter into the sea. Is 
nothing stable these days? 
—Cincinnati Enquirer 
At Indiana University, part of 
a psychology class is standing up 
throughout the lectures while the 
rest of the class is seated, and 
the sitees and the standees are 
being watched to see which group 
makes the better grade average. 
Think what future class rooms 
will be like if the standees win! 
Los Angeles Junior Collegian 
i hey do say they're milder and taste better, 
and I've heard tell they satisfy 
. LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO. 
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By JACK MacGAFFIN 
On Armistice Day the Tars bal-
anced their record by defeating 
Alabama State Teachers 18-6 in 
the last game of the year. 
Outside of the first quarter, 
when the Teachers made their only 
tally on a blocked punt, Rollin: 
played good ball and had the sit 
nation well in hand. 
The need for some one to take 
the brunt of the offensive from 
George Miller's shoulders was an-
swered by Don Murray and Chick 
Prentice. Don has been develop-
ing fast as a ball carrier and 
Prentice crashed through with 
some beautiful passes. If he 
keep it up, it should improve the 
Tar offenseive materially. With 
two good ends like Powell and 
Levy, Rollins may still toss somi 
surprises. 
Because of the Tampa game Rol 
lins will be the underdog when 
it meets Miami, but if the Tars are 
not hampered by injuries, they 
should be able to take Miami as 
they did last year. 
" The first week of touch-football 
went by without giving much indi 
cation of the strength of the vari 
ous houses,'except that the K. A.'s 
appear to have their usual strong 
outfit. Their chances of their 
ing out on top again this year 
should be good. 
Seeing Al Stoddard on the field 
again reminds one of the Stoddard 
Wetherell combination which ii 
past years managed to talk the 
Theta Kappa Nus into 
victories. Their last week' 
over the Phi Delts makes it look 
as though Stoddard was carrying 
on the good work this year alone 
The "X" Club, with its usual pol-
icy of prepardness. was saved from 
a possible defeat at the hands of 
the Rho Lambda Nus when dark 
ness stopped the game at the end 
of the third quarter. The Club 
men scored on an intercepted pasf 
on the first play of the game, but 
were being badly out-played in thi 
third quarter. The score standi 
6-6 and the last quarter will bf 
played at a later date. 
Local sports editors had a littli 
trouble last week in determining 
exactly who would be the Tar's op 
ponents on Armistice Day. After 
much had been written in the vari-
ous publication about coach El-
more and his younger brother it 
was discovered that this was not 
the team which the Tars were to 
meet. Life would be much less 
complicated for newspaper men if 
two colleges were not allowed to 
operate under the sar 
Newness in 




(next to the Louis' Shop) 
Orlando 
Enjoy writing home 







We will allow you $1.00 on 
your old pen (if point is ok) on 
any Pen or Pen and Pencil Set 
of $5.00 value. 
If your own pen doesn't sat-
isfy you drop in and have it 
RE-GROUND by a FACTORY 
EXPERT to suit your own 
style of handwriting. 
Roy Shaw 
FRESiEN lOP 
MIAMI B TEAM 
BY 13-6 SCORE 
Kirby, Cetrulo, and Daunis 
Star in Baby Tars' First 
Win of Season 
The Rollins College "B" team 
crashed through to a hard-fought 
victory in their second game of 
the current season by trouncing 
the University of Miami junior 
varsity eleven last Monday night 
in Coral Gables. The score of the 
game was 13-6. 
The baby Tars started a 70-yard 
drive in the opening quarter of the 
clash which resulted in their first 
score. A pass from Kirby to 
Daunis netted thirty yards, and 
proved to be the outstanding fea-
ture in the touchdown parade. 
The freshmen proved their ex-
cellence at defensive play in the 
second period when Miami threat-
ened but were successful. Mainly 
by the aid of a long penalty for 
holding against Rollins, the junior 
Hurricanes of Coral Gables 
brought the pigskin to the Tars' 
one-yard line. 
Here the Freshmen held on four 
plays and punted successfully out 
of danger. This wall kept Miami 
from scoring during the opening 
half of the game, and the count 
at half-time stood Rollins 6, Mi-
ami 0. 
The Hurricanes' single score 
came shortly after the kickoff in 
the second period. Penalties again 
proved to be the main aid in the 
Miami march. With Miami in pos-
session of the ball on the Tar's 
22-yard line, Rollins was penalized 
15 yards for holding. Taking the 
break Miami pushed the ball across 
in three successive plays. The at-
tempt at conversion was spoiled. 
Several Rollins men were in-
jured during the third quarter, but 
the baby Tars went into the last 
period trying harder than ever. 
Again going into the air to gain 
ground the two teams fought 
back and forth without much gain 
for either side. 
The climax of the contest came 
late in the final quarter, when a 
50-yard pass from Cetrulo ^ 
Daunis netted the Tars' second and 
final tally. 
Kirby, Cetrulo, and Daunis were 
outstanding on offense for the vis-
itors. The Tars time and again 
tried their aerial attack, which 
worked far better than it has ear-
lier this season. Daunis caught 
both passes which led the way to 
the Tars' scores. 
COACHING STAFF 
Undergraduates Aid Mentors 
in Shaping Eleven 
The Rollins College coaching 
staff presents a unique set-up in 
having a pair of undergraduates 
as assistants. 
Cleveland Mclnnis of Palmetto, 
Fla., and Soc Chakales of Ashe-
ville, N. C, are undergraduates as-
sisting Head Coach McDowall with 
the Rollins Tars. Will Rogers, 
former great Rollins back, is in 
charge of the freshman teams. 
McDowall, still a legendary fig-
ure when North Carolina football 
fans begin to talk shop, graduat-
ed from North Carolina State Col-
lege in 1928 after making the 
greatest atheletic record in the 
Tar Heel school's history. The 
bespectacled Tar mentor is still 
regarded as one of the best all-
around athletes ever produced in 
North Carolina. He won letters in 
football, basketball, baseball and 
track. 
Mclnnis, an under graduate, pre-
pared at Palmetto, Fla., and play-
ed one year as guard for the Tars 
1930. Dropping out of school for 
and over half of last season be-
fore being declared ineligible. This 
season he has taken over the Rol-
lins line and is doing a good job. 
Chakales, also an undergradu-








Kappa Alpha and Theta Kap-
pa Nu Show Most Promise 
Opening the Intramural season 
after the defunct Rollins Hall team 
passed out of the picture, on Tues 
jday, the K.A.'s led by Jim Tully 
I soundly trounced the Rho Lambda 
• Nu team by a 14-0 score in 
j first touchfootball game of the 
year. 
On Thursday a strong Theta 
Kappa Nu team met and defeated 
the Phi Delta Thetas to the tune 
of 8-0 in the afternoon's first 
test. In the late period the X Club 
battled the Rho Lambda Nus to a 
6-6 tie before the game was called 
on account of darkness at the end 
of the third quarter. 
Yesterday the two most promis 
ing teams of the league met at 
four o'clock when K. A. and the 
Theta Kappa Nus led by Hank 
Lauterbach clashed on the intra-
mural field across from Carnegie 
Hall. The second game saw 
Chase, playing for the first time in 
two years, meet the Pri Delts. 
Nether game was finished as this 
story went to press. 
Chase entered the arena late, 
waiting until after Fraternity 
pledging to call together its team. 
Rollins Hall, which had originally 
soc CHAKALES JACK McDOWALL CLEVE McINNIS WILL ROGERS 
-ad Couh 
Blue and Gold backs and scouts op-
posing teams for Rollins. He at-
tended high school in Ashville, N. 
C, where he received his prepara-
tory football training. He played 
"Frosh" football for Rollins in 
two season he returned and played 
the seasons of '33 and '34. At the 
start of this year he was ruled in-
eligible by the S. I. A. A. under 
the five year rule. 
Rogers, whose jersey hangs in 
Carnegie Hall bearing a number 
never to be used again by a Rol-
lins football player in tribute to 
Lin* Frcthi 
his record as Rollins' greatest 
football player, is in charge of the 
freshman squad. Rogers began 
his football career at Dover, N. H. 
high school. He came to Rollins 
in 1929 and started building the 
reputation of being the greatest 
football player to ever wear a 
Blue and Gold uniform. Graduat-
ing in 1933, Rogers played profes-
sional football with the Portland, 
Me., Sagamores that year. In 
1934 he was called back to Rollins 
by McDowall to assist him. 
TOUCH FOOTBALL SCHEDULE 
Thursday, Nov. 14, 4 p. m.—X Club vs. Kappa Al-
pha; 5 p. m.—Chase Hall vs. Theta Kappa Nu. 
Tuesday, Nov. 19—4. p. m.—Phi Delta Theta vs. 
Rho Lambda Nu; 5 p. m.—Chase Hall vs. Kappa 
Alpha. 
Thursday, Nov. 21—4 p. m.—Theta Kappa Nu vs. 
Rho Lambda Nu; 5 p. m.—X Club vs. Phi Delta 
Theta. 
Tuesday, Nov. 26, 4 p. m.—X Club vs. Theta Kappa 
Nu; 5 p. m.—Chase Hall vs. Rho Lambda Nu. 
Thursday, Nov. 28, 4 p. m.—Kappa Alpha vs. Phi 
Delta Theta; 5 p. m.—Chase Hall vs. V Club. 
THE >I.\RCH OF TIME 
Remington Rand Agency 
For the Best in Food Stuffs 
.,f .Jf. Thames' — -
MARKETESSEN 
We Solicit Your Business ; Home Town Concern 
Orang-e Laundry & Acme-Colonial 
Cleaners 
Winter Park, Phone 413 Orlando, Phone 7690-7313 
We Solicit Your Patronage 
LITTLE DUTCH MILL 
No. Orange Ave. 
Orlando 
Phone 9293 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE 
November 14—(8 to 9)—Gamma Phi Beta vs. Pi Beta Phi; 
Kappa Alpha Theta vs. Cloverleaf. 
November 19—(4 to 5)—Kappa Kappa Gamma vs. Independ-
ent; Kappa Alpha Theta vs. Pi Beta Phi. 
November 21—(8 to 9)—Kappa Kappa Gamma vs. Cloverleaf; 
Gamma Phi Beta vs. Independent. 
November 26—4 to 5)—Kappa Kappa Gamma vs. Pi Beta Phi; 
Independent vs. Cloverleaf. 
December 3—(4 to 5)—Kappa Alpha Theta vs. Kappa Kappa 
Gamma; Independent vs. Pi Beta Phi. 
December 5—(8 to 9)—Gamma Phi Beta vs. Cloverleaf; Kappa 
Alpha Theta vs. Independent. 
December 6—(4 to 5)—Gamma Phi Beta vs. Kappa Kappa 
Gamma 
December 12—(8 to 9)—Gamma Phi Beta vs. Kappa Alpha 
Theta; Cloverleaf vs. Pi Beta Phi. 
entered a team, dropped out on the 
first day when it was discovered 
that there would not be enough 
players. 
Chase will play the Rollins 
schedule, postponing the original-
ly scheduled game with the X 
Club which was to open the tour-
nament until Nov. 28 in order to 
eliminate the necessity of taking 
Rollins' forfeit. 
50 Christmas Cards with Your 
Own Name for $1.00 
Order now for Prompt Service. 
Rollins Press Store, 
310 East Park Ave. 
Fresh Salted Nuts of All Kinds 
Potter's freshly made choco-
lates, bon bons. and home 
made candies. Orders taken 
for parties. 
Louise's Nut & Candy Shop 







With the opening of the current 
season a new system was inaugur-
ated when Bill Whalen was ap-
pointed the first undergraduate 
manager for men's intramurals. 
This action places the play of the 
touchfootball tournament under 
Whalen's direction allowing Will 
Rogers, Freshman football coach 
to concentrate more time on the 
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TARS TOP ALABAMA 
TEACHERS IN LAST 
HOME GAME MOND A Y 
Young, Howe, Levy, and Mobley Play Stellar Ganxt 
For Rollins in Armistice Day Clash 
At Tinker Field 
blockci After allowing the Alabama State Teachers to 
punt when the entire visiting team walked through the line in the 
first period, the Rollins football team came back to win its last home 
game Monday afternoon by defeating the Alabama eleven to the tune 
of 18-6 in a sloppy game that should have given the Tars a top-hea\7 
The turning point of the game^ ^ 
came at the end of the first quar-
ter after the visitors had scored 
when Coach McDowall sent George 
Miller into the fray with a sup-
porting backfield of Carmody and 
Howe. This combination managed 
to resurrect the slipping spirits of 
the Tars and enabled them to tie 
up the score at six to six in the 
second period so that they eould 
start the half even with their op-
ponents. 
In the third quarter, Bohunk 
Young started to click behind a 
line opening up wide holes. He 
carried the ball, almost single-
handed, down to scoring position in 
a series of drives through the 
line to score the winning touch-
down, leaving the Tars on the top 
side of 12-6 score at the close of 
the drive. 
Throughout the game. Young 
performed in stellar fashion, fol-
lowing through the holes opened 
by Jim Mobley and the rest of the 
Blue and Gold line and on the de-
fense with a vengeance that upset 
more than one attempt of the 
Alabama Teachers to reverse the 
lead on the Rollins eleven. 
The third score by the home 
team was the culmination of a 
drive from their twenty-yard 
marker after one of the visitor's 
kicks had passed the goal line. 
With Young carrying the ball and 
Murray passing to Powell for 
yardage, the team carried the ball 
down to the five-yard line where 
the pig-skin rested with first down 
and goal to go. 
Football Managerial 
Chang-e is Announced 
Announcement came last week 
from the athletic department that 
Walter Chapin had resigned 
position as assistant manager of 
the Tar football team. Paul 
Twachtman has been appointed to 
fill the vacancy. 
Twachtman, a sophomore this 
year, comes from Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Last spring he was co-manager of 
the baseball team with Chapin. He 






of the Finest 
Flavors 
AUTO SAFETY CLINIC 
Frame Straightening — Wheel Aligning 
Complete Auto Reconstruction 
Wrecker Service 
Corner of Garla id^& Colonial, Orlando 
T. G. LEE, DAIRY 
Grade A Raw Milk and Cream—Quality Products 
Our Cows Are Milked in a Parlor 
WE SERVE ROLLINS Phone 7300, Orlando 
KEEP YOUR CAR BEAUTIFUL 
Washing and Waxing by Manufacturers Experts 
SPECIAL RATES THIS WEEK ONLY 
BLEDSOE'S SERVICE 
After two plays Young crashed 
over center to cross the goal, set-
ting the score at Rollins 18, Ala-
bama State Teachers 6. Murray's 
attempt at a drop kick for extra 
point failed. 
On the statistic chart the Tars 
showed great advantage over their 
opponents. Rollins poundeti out 
18 first downs to seven for the vis-
itors. They rushed 202 yards to 
their opponents' 76 and passed for 
118 yards to 64 for the Teachers. 
Rollins, not including two later-
als, passed eight times, completing 
four; Alabama tried nine and com-
pleted two. Each team had one 
pass intercepted. 
The game was outstanding for 
lack of penalties and clean play, 
Rollins, under lax refereeing which 
was even for both sides, was pen-
alized only once and that for an 
excess time-out to the extent of 
only five yards. The Teachers 
were penalized 25 yards, four 
times for off-sides and once for an 
excess time-out. 
Fumbling was almost non-exist-
ent. Alabama lost the ball om-r 
on a fumble and Rollins was set 
back several yards once when they 
fumbled and recovered. 
Outstanding in the play for the 
visitors were Hudson at left end 
and, until he was injured, Sanlin 
at right tackle. Wallace, who sub-
stituted for Sanlin also played a 
good game for the visitors. In th< 
backfield, York and Hunter wen 
the stars. 
Stellar players for the Tars were 
Harold Young in the backfield with 
Bob Howe, as usual, acquitting 
himself well on defense. Prentice's 
passing and Carmody's blocking 
each deserve mention in the back-
field positions. In the line, Elliott 
Baker, Tom Powell, and Ed Levy 
played the best games, along with 







Served in Beautiful Sur-
roundings at Popular 
Prices 
Swim in the Pool 
—at reduced rates before 
eating your delicious sup-
per at the Grill. 
3 Private Dining Rooms 
Special Meals Arranged 
When Requested 
North Orange Avenue 
ORLANDO 
